Abstract: We experimentally demonstrate a new type of waveguide multiplexer device designed for silicon photonics, with a crosstalk level as low as −35 dB and an operational wavelength range of 300 nm. A compact device footprint of only 100 × 160 µm 2 offers an excellent potential for integration with other silicon nanophotonic circuits. 
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Introduction
Presently, two types of passive waveguide multiplexer and router technologies, namely array waveguide gratings and echelle gratings, are used as fundamental building blocks for wavelength division multiplexed communications [1, 2] . Although remarkable progress has been achieved in these complex integrated optical circuits, with applications recently extending from telecom to optical interconnects [3] [4] [5] and spectroscopy [6] , the best performance is still achieved using conventional glass waveguide technology. While multiplexer optical quality remains unrivalled in silica glass waveguides, such devices are several orders of magnitude larger than multiplexers based on silicon nanophotonic waveguides. With advanced silicon nanophotonic components rapidly emerging, including optical memories, buffers [7] and light sources [8] , small footprint multiplexers are a key component in the commercial realization of silicon photonic circuit technology. Planar waveguide multiplexers use a wavelength dispersive element to spatially separate different spectral bands. Such a dispersive element is implemented in a focusing geometry to collect the light of different wavelengths by an array of receiver waveguides located along the focal curve, constructed according to a geometry which minimizes wavefront aberrations, discovered by Henry Rowland in the late 19th century [9] . The wavelength dispersive element used in an array waveguide grating (AWG) is the waveguide phased array, with a linearly increasing waveguide length across adjacent arms of the array. The waveguide array is often the single largest component of an AWG multiplexer and its phase errors limit the device performance in terms of crosstalk between different wavelength channels. A crosstalk level of −35 dB or less can be achieved in a glass AWG. Nevertheless, the large minimum bend radius of glass waveguides inevitably leads to large devices, on the order of several centimetres in size, not suitable for integration. Complex photonic integrated circuits with AWGs [10, 11] were successfully built and commercialized for telecom applications using the InP waveguide platform, but no similar integration level has yet been achieved in silicon waveguides. Recently, several ultra-compact AWG multiplexers have been reported using the silicon-on-insulator high refractive index contrast (∆n ~2) material platform [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . However, in such high-index-contrast waveguides, the light intensity at the core-cladding boundary is substantially increased. Normal manufacturing variations will interact with this field, resulting in an overall phase error accumulation, ultimately limiting the crosstalk performance. Conversely, the dispersive element in an echelle multiplexer is the etched waveguide grating [2, 17] . Several echelle grating multiplexers have been recently reported using silicon photonic waveguides [18] [19] [20] . Operating in reflection, the efficiency and bandwidth of these devices are restricted by limited reflectivity of the etched grating facets. Furthermore, the facet reflectivity cannot be controlled (apodized) along the grating without incurring additional loss, while such apodization capability is required for advanced multiplexers with controlled passband and chromatic dispersion.
A great deal of research has been done in developing both passive and reconfigurable integrated filters [21, 22] . Here we propose a new type of passive wavelength multiplexer for silicon. Silicon photonic devices have many advantages including possible low cost fabrication due to the potential compatibility with the microelectronics fabrication infrastructure, high integration potential and fabrication yield. Besides AWGs and Echelle gratings, cascaded Mach-Zehnder interferometers and ring resonator filters have been proposed [23]; however, both require exact optical path lengths and are highly sensitive to fabrication tolerance. Reconfigurable ring filters do not have this limitation, but do require an active tuning element [24-27]. Another alternative is channel waveguide gratings, which were first implemented in straight waveguides using UV induced gratings as the dispersive element while either chirping the grating [28] or curving the waveguide [29] provides the focusing property.
Demultiplexer operating principle
In this letter we experimentally demonstrate a new type of passive multiplexer device, which has been specifically designed for course wavelength division multiplexing (CWDM) on the silicon-on-insulator (SOI) material platform. In our demultiplexer, the dispersive element is the waveguide sidewall grating, where the light in the input waveguide is preferentially diffracted towards the focal curve by 45° blazed grating teeth. Conceptually, the light is being reflected by total internal reflection at the grating facet, where each grating tooth behaves like a small prism, thereby increasing grating diffraction efficiency into the −1st order compared to the 1st order. As the light propagates along the waveguide, each tooth acts as a Huygens wavelet source, partially dispersing the light.
The device properties can be estimated using the relationship between the grating tooth spacing and the incident and diffractive angle -the well-known grating equation. In our case, it simplifies to Λ(1 + sinϕ d ) = m λ/n eff , where Λ = |mλ o /n eff | is the grating pitch, λ o is the center wavelength, n eff is the effective index of the waveguide grating and ϕ d is the diffraction angle relative to the grating. The angular dispersion is then ∆ϕ d /∆λ = -m/(n eff dcosϕ d ) and at ϕ d = 0, becomes ∆ϕ d /∆λ = 1/ λ o . Likewise, the free spectral range (FSR) is ∆ϕ d /∆m = λ/(n eff dcosϕ d ) and at ϕ d = 0 becomes ∆ϕ d /∆m = 1/m. Note that unlike an AWG or echelle grating, the dispersion is independent of the order (pitch) of the grating. Therefore, to design a version of this device for dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM), the Rowland radius would need to be scaled accordingly to accommodate more receiver waveguides along the focal curve.
These properties are confirmed by using a 2D Kirchhoff-Huygens diffraction integral to model the device as shown in Eq. (1), where the far-field Ψ(x´, y´) at coordinates x´ and y´ along the focal curve (the Rowland circle of radius R) is calculated by integrating the near-field along the curved grating path C(x,y).
The near-field profile is defined as ψ(x, y) at coordinates x and y along the grating, The phase accumulated in the grating waveguide and in the slab region by the Huygens wavelet is ϕ w , ϕ s . In Eq. (1), λ is the wavelength,
½ is the distance between a grating facet (at x,y) and a given position along the focal curve (at x´, y´), and the geometry factor is G = (cosα + cosγ)/2, where α and γ are the angles between the normal of the grating facet and the incoming and outgoing light wavevector respectively. In Eq. (1) each grating facet is represented as a wavelet source, and the relative phase between sources is fixed. The facets shape the profile of the electromagnetic field near the grating, while the curvature of the waveguide focuses the wavefront onto the focal curve, where the light is intercepted by the receiver waveguides. For our device, the discretized Kirchhoff-Huygens diffraction integral, i.e. sum of light contribution from all facets j = 1,2, …, N was used in our preview study to model the device [30] . This model is summarized in Fig. 1 , where the near-field along the N facets of the grating is integrated at each point along the focal curve. Conventional passive multiplexers including AWGs (and echelle gratings) use a split-path approach, dividing the light between the array waveguides (gratings). For a given split-path, a particular array waveguide in an AWG for example, the light accumulates phase errors independent of other array waveguides. This leads to a large phase error accumulation relative to an adjacent array waveguide, even though the length different between adjacent array waveguides is only the order spacing. A key element of our design is the light propagates along the common-path of the curved sidewall grating. Therefore, unlike the split-path approach, the common-path approach results in a dependent phase error accumulation between adjacent grating facets. For example, the phase error accumulation between facet j and facet j + 1 only includes the order spacing between adjacent facets as the phase error accumulated up to facet j is common to both facet j and facet j + 1. The schematic in Fig. 2(a) shows the conventional split-path multiplexing approach used in an AWG where ϕ 1 , ϕ j , ϕ j+1 and ϕ N are the phase errors accumulated along the first, j th , j th + 1 and N th array waveguide (N is the total number of array waveguides). The relative phase error between the j th and the j th + 1 array waveguide is ∆ϕ = ϕ j + 1 -ϕ j , since phase error is accumulated independently between the different array waveguides.
Figure 2(b) shows a schematic of the common-path multiplexing approach used in the sidewall grating. Since the light propagates along a common path, the relative phase error between adjacent facets is ∆ϕ = ϕ j + 1 -ϕ j = (∆ϕ j,j + 1 + ϕ j ) -ϕ j = ∆ϕ j,j + 1 , where ∆ϕ j,j + 1 is the phase error accumulation between facet j and facet j + 1. This is theoretically a significant advantage because the phase error accumulation between adjacent facets is limited to only a single order spacing. Fig. 2 . a) Schematic of the conventional split-path multiplexing approach used in an AWG where ϕ1, ϕj, ϕj+1 and ϕN are the phase errors accumulated along the first, j th , j th + 1 and N th array waveguide (N is the total number of array waveguides). The relative phase error between the j th and the j th + 1 array waveguide is ∆ϕ = ϕj+1 -ϕj, since phase error is accumulated independently between the different array waveguides. b) Schematic of the common-path multiplexing approach used in the sidewall grating. Since the light propagates along a common path, the relative phase error between adjacent facets will be ∆ϕ = ϕj + 1 -ϕj = (∆ϕj,j + 1 + ϕj) -ϕj = ∆ϕj,,j +
Design and fabrication
The geometry of the Rowland configuration was determined as follows. At the Rowland circle, the receiver waveguide width and pitch of 1.4 µm and 2.4 µm respectively, were chosen to ensure compact size yet avoid mode delocalization and minimize receiver-limited crosstalk. For such a receiver waveguide, the numerical aperture angular full width is 40.1° from 3D FDTD simulations, measured at 1/e 2 irradiance asymptotes. For a L = 100 µm long curved sidewall grating, 40.1° angular width corresponds to a focal length of f = 140 µm, thus a Rowland circle radius of R = 70 µm. This geometry ensures that the numerical aperture of the receiver waveguides is matched to the numerical aperture of the curved waveguide grating equivalent lens.
For the 21-channel device, the sidewall grating pitch is Λ = |mλ o /n eff | = 0.512 µm, where m = −1 is the grating order, λ 0 = 1.44 µm is the center wavelength and n eff = 2.81 is the effective index of the curved waveguide for TE polarization. For the two-pass filter created by cascading two 11-channel devices, the sidewall grating pitch is Λ = |mλ o /n eff | = 0.561 µm, where m = −1, λ 0 = 1.55 µm and n eff = 2.76. Effective index was determined by using a FDTD mode solver for a 0.6 µm × 0.26 µm silicon waveguide (n Si = 3.476) on a silica substrate (n SiO2 = 1.444) with an SU-8 cladding (n SU-8 = 1.58). The apodized grating has an initial modulation depth of 0.03 µm, which increases to the maximum depth of 0.3 µm over the first 70 µm of the grating. The apodization function is d = d 0 exp(-x 2 /2σ 2 ), where d 0 is twice the maximum modulation depth, x is the position along the grating and σ = 60 µm is the variance of the Gaussian function. Maximum grating depth (0.3 µm) is used for the remaining 30 µm of grating length. The grating pitch varies according to the modulation depth by δΛ = d 2 (n Si -n SU8 )/2wn Si , where δΛ is the required change in pitch, d is the modulation depth, w = 0.6 µm is the waveguide width and n Si , n SU8 are the refractive indices of silicon and SU-8 polymer. These parameters result in a curved waveguide with 183 blazed grating teeth. Triangular subwavelength grating nanostructure with a 1 µm width and a 0.25 µm pitch was used as a transition between the waveguide grating and the slab waveguide, resulting in a total of 400 subwavelength grating periods.
We used commercially available SOI substrates with 0.26-µm-thick silicon and 2-µm-thick buried oxide (BOX) layers. Electron beam lithography was used to define the waveguide layout in high contrast hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) resist, which formed SiO 2 upon electron beam exposure. We used inductively coupled plasma reactive ion etching (ICP-RIE) to transfer the waveguide layout onto the silicon layer. Samples were coated with a 2 µm thick polymer (SU-8, n SU-8 ~1.58 at λ = 1.55 µm), then cleaved into separate chips and facets polished. Chips were approximately 6.1 mm long. Figure 3(a) shows an optical microscope image of the fabricated 21-channel spectrometer, while Fig. 3(b) shows a scanning electron microscope close-up of the grating detail. Scanning electron microscope images showed a 50 nm offset from the desired dimensions, which we attribute to insufficient correction of the proximity effect. 
Experimental results
A polarization controller with a broadband tunable external cavity semiconductor laser (Santec) was used to measure transmission spectra (λ = 1.23 -1.63 µm). To couple the light into the chip, we used a lensed fiber resulting in a Gaussian beam waist of ~2 µm and an on-chip subwavelength grating fiber-chip coupler. Light is coupled out of the chip using an identical subwavelength grating coupler and subsequently focused by a microscope objective lens onto an InGaAs photodetector. The intrinsic loss of the device was measured with test multiplexers designed to calibrate out waveguide propagation loss and input/output coupling loss in the intrinsic loss measurement.
For efficient coupling to the receiver waveguides, the field distribution at the focal curve must match the modal field of the output receiver waveguide. Since the mode profile of a waveguide is nearly Gaussian, a Gaussian distribution in the grating near-field is required to ensure the far-field matching condition at the focal curve. This is achieved by apodizing the depth of the sidewall grating teeth to reshape an exponential diffracted near-field into a Gaussian diffraction profile, while simultaneously minimizing back-reflections by creating a smooth transition from the waveguide to the waveguide grating. The apodization function used is d = d 0 exp(-x 2 /2σ 2 ), where d 0 is the maximum grating modulation depth, x is the position along the grating and σ is the variance of the Gaussian function. Once the maximum grating modulation depth is reached, a constant grating modulation depth interacts with the diminished waveguide mode intensity to create the tail of the field profile diffracted near the end of the grating. Figure 4(a) shows a comparison of the spectra between the nominal apodized spectrometer (grey curves), and a test spectrometer (coloured curves) without the apodization for a constant grating modulation depth of 300 nm, indicating significantly reduced loss and crosstalk for the nominal design. Fig. 4 . Comparison of the transmission spectra for TE polarization between a nominal (apodized and chirped) spectrometer (grey) and a test spectrometer (colored) a) without apodization for a constant modulation depth of 300 nm, indicating poor crosstalk performance and b) without the subwavelength anti-reflective nanostructure, indicating a 4 dB loss penalty.
However, varying the modulation depth of the grating produces a corresponding change in the effective index of each grating segment, resulting in a phase-front distortion and a broadening of the far-field [30] . We eliminated the phase-front errors by chirping the grating to ensure a constant effective index for the entire length of the apodized grating. A simple geometric relation was used to calculate the required compensatory chirp for a given modulation depth, namely δΛ = d 2 (n Si -n SU8 )/2wn Si from the previous section. The validity of this relation was confirmed by finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations [30] . The ability to use apodization and chirping to control both the amplitude and the phase of the near-field profile facilitates freedom in tailoring the device pass-band and chromatic dispersion [2] . In existing technologies like echelle gratings, no efficient method to control the field amplitude distribution is known (it would require varying the reflectivity of the echelle facets, leading to loss), while in an AWG this would demand either gain or attenuation in the waveguide phased array.
Fundamental to the operation of our sidewall grating multiplexer is a subwavelength nanostructure between the sidewall grating waveguide and the slab waveguide. Such a nanostructure provides confinement to ensure the channel waveguide with the sidewall grating supports a fundamental transverse mode, while simultaneously acting as a transparent waveguide boundary in the direction normal to the channel waveguide, which results in efficient coupling to the slab waveguide. Subwavelength high-index contrast gratings were first proposed as high-reflectivity mirrors [31] fiber-chip couplers [32-34] and lenses [35] . While subwavelength gratings have been used as a cladding in silicon waveguides, anti-reflective structures [36, 37] and planar waveguides, this is the first demonstration of their threefold use: acting simultaneously as a waveguide cladding, an anti-reflective boundary and a slab waveguide. Our device uses 400 periods of the subwavelength nanostructure between the grating waveguide and the combiner slab waveguide. The effect of the subwavelength nanostructure is shown in Fig. 4(b) by comparing the spectral response of the nominal spectrometer (with the nanostructure) to a test spectrometer with a 1-µm-wide trench between the waveguide grating and the slab waveguide. By using the subwavelength grating, there is a remarkable 4 dB loss reduction indicating that this nanostructure facilitates efficient transitions between very different waveguide geometries, even in a high refractive index contrast material platform such as SOI. Our subwavelength nanostructures were apodized on both ends of the blazed sidewall grating to prevent Fresnel reflections as the mode couples from the input waveguide to the waveguide grating section, as shown in Fig. 3(b) .
The spectral response of the multiplexer is shown in Fig. 5 indicating a crosstalk of 20-25 dB with a channel spacing of ∆λ = 15 nm over a wavelength range of λ = 1330 -1630 nm. Using specifically designed test multiplexers, an intrinsic device loss (including diffraction loss, coupling loss from the waveguide grating to the slab waveguide and excess loss due to field mismatch at receiver waveguides) is measured to be 3-4 dB. Reduction in performance at short wavelengths is a result of approaching the band gap of our subwavelength grating fiber-chip coupler [33] . Compared to other microphotonic multiplexers [13] [14] [15] [16] , our device has better crosstalk performance (compared with 13 dB [13] , 12 dB [14] , 5-10 dB [15] , and 17 dB crosstalk [16] ) and a far broader operational bandwidth of 300 nm (compared with 140 nm [13] , 30 nm [14] , 1.5 nm [15] , and 40 nm bandwidth [16] ). The device footprint is only 100 × 160 µm 2 making it one of the smallest wavelength multiplexers. Since the device is so small, it can easily be cascaded to form a two-pass wavelength filter as shown in the optical image in Fig. 6 . The input light is first spectrally filtered by an 11 channel multiplexer and subsequently passes through another identical device with a single receiver waveguide for the specific wavelength channel. To minimize connectivity complexity, we terminated the multiplexer blazed grating waveguides with a taper (width 0.6 µm to 5 µm) to expand the waveguide mode into a SWG anti-reflection structure, to divert any residual light away from the output facet of the chip. Figure 7 shows the spectral response of the two-pass multiplexer indicating an excellent crosstalk performance reaching −35 dB at longer wavelengths (1560 -1600 nm). Some increase in the noise floor at short wavelengths appears to be caused by approaching the fiber-to-chip SWG coupler band gap [19] . This can be avoided by selecting a shorter periodicity for SWG coupler to move its band gap outside the short wavelength range of the sidewall grating spectrometer.
Our multiplexer channel spacing is targeting course wavelength division for interconnect applications. To accommodate the dense wavelength division of telecommunication applications, our device would need to be upscaled by a factor of ∆λ/∆λ DWDM ~19 for a spacing of 100 GHz.
Conclusion
These results suggest that the sidewall grating multiplexer can achieve comparable performance to established technologies such as AWGs and echelle gratings. In particular the very small size, the low crosstalk, the broadband operation and the freedom in pass-band tailoring lend themselves well to promising applications in optical interconnects. Specifically, the small footprint combined with the large operation bandwidth is a possible solution for coarse wavelength division multiplexing. Theoretically, our device minimizes phase error accumulation by implementing a common-path approach.
These results also suggest that subwavelength nanostructures can be advantageously used in demultiplexing planar waveguide circuits to simultaneously provide multiple functions including anti-reflection, coupling from grating waveguide to slab waveguide and confinement of the waveguide grating mode. The subwavelength nanostructures provide an excellent means to engineer materials with different effective refractive indexes not limited to those typically used in silicon-based microfabrication process, simply by changing the nanostructure geometry.
